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Charged Cato Institute
A renowned journalist and legal commentator exposes the unchecked power of the prosecutor as a driving
force in America's mass incarceration crisis--and charts a way out. "An important, thoughtful and thorough
examination of criminal justice in America that speaks directly to how we reduce mass incarceration."--Bryan
Stevenson, author of Just Mercy The American criminal justice system is supposed to be a contest between
two equal adversaries, the prosecution and the defense, with judges ensuring a fair fight. That image does not
match the reality in the courtroom, however. Much of the time, it is prosecutors more than judges who
control the outcome of a case. They answer to almost no one and make most of the key decisions, from
choosing the charge to setting bail to determining the plea bargain. They often decide who goes free and who
goes to prison, even who lives and who dies. The system wasn't designed for this kind of unchecked power,
and in Charged, Emily Bazelon reveals how it is the underreported cause of enormous injustice--and the
missing piece in the mass incarceration puzzle. Charged follows the story of two young people caught up in
the criminal justice system: Kevin, a twenty-year-old in Brooklyn who picked up his friend's gun as the cops
burst in and was charged with a serious violent felony, and Noura, a teenage girl in Memphis indicted for the
murder of her mother. Bazelon tracks both cases, exploring every phase of the criminal justice process--from
arrest and charging to trial and sentencing--and, with her trademark blend of deeply reported narrative, legal
analysis, and investigative journalism, illustrates just how criminal prosecutions can go wrong and, more
important, why they don't have to. Bazelon shows how prosecution in America is at a crossroads and details
the damage overzealous prosecutors can do--and also the second chances they can extend, if they choose, to
Kevin and Noura and so many others, allowing them to make things right in their own lives. She follows a
wave of reform-minded D.A.s who have been elected in some of our biggest cities, as well as in rural areas in
every region of the country, put in office to do nothing less than reinvent how their job is done. If they
succeed, they can point the country toward a different and profoundly better future. In Charged, Emily
Bazelon mounts a major critique of the American criminal justice system--and tells the story of the movement
for change.
Proceedings of the Standing Senate Committee on Legal and Constitutional
Affairs SUNY Press
“My dear boy, please don’t put a label on me – don’t make me a category
before you get to know me!” John Irving’s new novel is a glorious ode to
sexual difference, a poignant story of a life that no reader will be able to
forget, a book that no one else could have written. Told with the panache
and assurance of a master storyteller, In One Person takes the reader along
a dizzying path: from a private school in Vermont in the 1950s to the gay
bars of Madrid’s Chueca district, from the Vienna State Opera to the
wrestling mat at the New York Athletic Club. It takes in the ways that cross-
dressing passes from one generation to the next in a family, the trouble with
amateur performances of Ibsen, and what happens if you fall in love at first
sight while reading Madame Bovary on a troop transport ship, in the middle
of an Atlantic storm. For the sheer pleasure of the tale, there is no writer
alive as entertaining and enthralling as John Irving at his best. But this is
also a heartfelt, intimate book about one person, a novelist named William
Francis Dean. By his side as he tells his own story, we follow Billy on a fifty-
year journey toward himself, meeting some uniquely unconventional
characters along the way. For all his long and short relationships with both
men and women, Billy remains somehow alone, never quite able to fit into
society’s neat categories. And as Billy searches for the truth about himself,
In One Person grows into an unforgettable call for compassion in a world
marked by failures of love and failures of understanding. Utterly

contemporary and topical in its themes, In One Person is one of John Irving’s
most political novels. It is a book that grapples with the mysteries of identity
and the multiple tragedies of the AIDS epidemic, a book about everything
that has changed in our sexual life over the last fifty years and everything
that still needs to. It’s also one of Irving’s most sincere and human novels, a
book imbued on every page with a spirit of openness that expands and
challenges the reader’s world. A brand new story in a grand old tradition, In
One Person stands out as one of John Irving’s finest works – and as such,
one of the best and most important American books of the last four decades.
Deterrence and Crime Prevention Routledge
THIS TEXTBOOK is about computer science. It is also about Python.
However, there is much more. The study of algorithms and data structures
is central to understanding what computer science is all about. Learning
computer science is not unlike learning any other type of difficult
subject matter. The only way to be successful is through deliberate and
incremental exposure to the fundamental ideas. A beginning computer
scientist needs practice so that there is a thorough understanding before
continuing on to the more complex parts of the curriculum. In addition, a
beginner needs to be given the opportunity to be successful and gain
confidence. This textbook is designed to serve as a text for a first
course on data structures and algorithms, typically taught as the second
course in the computer science curriculum. Even though the second course
is considered more advanced than the first course, this book assumes you
are beginners at this level. You may still be struggling with some of the
basic ideas and skills from a first computer science course and yet be
ready to further explore the discipline and continue to practice problem
solving. We cover abstract data types and data structures, writing
algorithms, and solving problems. We look at a number of data structures
and solve classic problems that arise. The tools and techniques that you
learn here will be applied over and over as you continue your study of
computer science.

Brute Force Basic Books
Deterrence is at the heart of the preventive aspiration of criminal justice. Deterrence,
whether through preventive patrol by police officers or stiff prison sentences for violent
offenders, is the principal mechanism through which the central feature of criminal justice,
the exercise of state authority, works – it is hoped -- to diminish offending and enhance
public safety. And however well we think deterrence works, it clearly often does not work
nearly as well as we would like – and often at very great cost. Drawing on a wide range of
scholarly literatures and real-world experience, Kennedy argues that we should reframe the
ways in which we think about and produce deterrence. He argues that many of the ways in
which we seek to deter crime in fact facilitate offending; that simple steps such as providing
clear information to offenders could transform deterrence; that communities may be far
more effective than legal authorities in deterring crime; that apparently minor sanctions can
deter more effectively than draconian ones; that groups, rather than individual offenders,
should often be the focus of deterrence; that existing legal tools can be used in unusual but
greatly more effective ways; that even serious offenders can be reached through deliberate
moral engagement; and that authorities, communities, and offenders – no matter how
divided – share and can occupy hidden common ground. The result is a sophisticated but
ultimately common-sense and profoundly hopeful case that we can and should use new
deterrence strategies to address some of our most important crime problems. Drawing on
and expanding on the lessons of groundbreaking real-world work like Boston’s Operation
Ceasefire – credited with the "Boston Miracle" of the 1990s – "Deterrence and Crime
Prevention" is required reading for scholars, law enforcement practitioners, and all with an
interest in public safety and the health of communities.
In The Name of Justice Brookings Institution Press
The story of one of the greatest unsolved problems in mathematics What is the shortest
possible route for a traveling salesman seeking to visit each city on a list exactly once and
return to his city of origin? It sounds simple enough, yet the traveling salesman problem is

one of the most intensely studied puzzles in applied mathematics—and it has defied solution to
this day. In this book, William Cook takes readers on a mathematical excursion, picking up
the salesman's trail in the 1800s when Irish mathematician W. R. Hamilton first defined the
problem, and venturing to the furthest limits of today’s state-of-the-art attempts to solve it. He
also explores its many important applications, from genome sequencing and designing
computer processors to arranging music and hunting for planets. In Pursuit of the Traveling
Salesman travels to the very threshold of our understanding about the nature of complexity,
and challenges you yourself to discover the solution to this captivating mathematical problem.
Brute Force Oxford University Press
A prequel novel to the nex Xbox game Brute Force follows the covert paramilitary teams
serving the Confederation of Allied Worlds as they take on terrorists, criminals, and the
sinister Sword of Shadoon organization. Original. (An Xbox game, releasing Fall 2002)
(Science Fiction & Fantasy)
The Centennial of the State of Illinois Franklin Beedle & Assoc
Considers how dangerous beasts in horror films illuminate the human-animal relationship.
It’s always been a wild world, with humans telling stories of killer animals as soon as they
could tell stories at all. Movies are an especially popular vehicle for our fascination with
fierce creatures. In Brute Force, Dominic Lennard takes a close look at a range of cinematic
animal attackers, including killer gorillas, sharks, snakes, bears, wolves, spiders, and even a
few dinosaurs. Lennard argues that animal horror is not so much a focused genre as it is an
impulse, tapping into age-old fears of becoming prey. At the same time, these films expose
conflicts and uncertainties in our current relationship with animals. Movies considered
include King Kong, Jaws, The Grey, Them!, Arachnophobia, Jurassic Park, Snakes on a
Plane, An American Werewolf in London, and many more. Drawing on insights from film
studies, art history, cognitive science, and evolutionary psychology, Brute Force is an
engaging critical exploration—and appreciation—of cinema’s many bad beasts. “The brilliance
of Dominic Lennard’s Brute Force is not only that it is long overdue, but one didn’t realize it
was due in the first place! Yet upon reflection and, of course, through Lennard’s engaging
book, one realizes not only the ubiquity of animals in horror, but their utter centrality to so
many classic horror films. In reading this, we can hear the distant rumble of footsteps of a
genetically reborn Tyrannosaurus or the hurried pounding of our beloved Rover who has
decided that he wants more than kibbles and bits for dinner—and we look mighty appetizing.
‘Groundbreaking’ is often overused, but in this case it truly fits.” — David Desser, coeditor of
Tough Ain’t Enough: New Perspectives on the Films of Clint Eastwood
The Oxford Companion to Comparative Politics Wipf and Stock Publishers
Råvarer; Krigsindustri; Våbenindustri; Brændstof; Logistik; Forsyninger; Forsyningstjenesten;
Krigsproduktion; Våbenproduktion; Fabrikker; Økonomi; Statistik; Våbenfremstilling;
Flyvemaskinefabrikker; Allied Aircrafts; Allied Armed Forces; Fighters; Aksemagterne; Konvojer;
Churchill; Østfronten: Stillehavskrigen; Hitler; Blokade; Olie; Radar; Shipping; Ships; Tanks; Udrustning; U-
både; US Navy

Reflections on Society and Academia John Wiley & Sons
It's the final chapter of Harley's trip to that big, bad place way, way below the surface!
Harley's determined to escape her supernatural prison, but to do that, she's going to have to
get past Highwater, the official doorman of the great beyond. But where brute force fails,
perhaps the key to the prison lies in the key to the heart. Sound mushy? It ain't!
Brute Force Oxford University Press
America’s criminal codes are so voluminous that they now bewilder not only the average citizen but
also the average lawyer. Our courthouses are so clogged that there is no longer adequate time for
trials. And our penitentiaries are overflowing with prisoners. In fact, America now has the highest
per capita prison population in the world. This situation has many people wondering whether the
American criminal justice system has become dysfunctional. A generation ago Harvard Law
Professor Henry Hart Jr. published his classic article, “The Aims of the Criminal Law,” which set
forth certain fundamental principles concerning criminal justice. In this book, leading scholars,
lawyers, and judges critically examine Hart’s ideas, current legal trends, and whether the “first
principles” of American criminal law are falling by the wayside. Policymakers, academics, and
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citizens alike will enjoy this lively discussion on the nature of crime and punishment, and how the
choices we make in formulating criminal laws can impact liberty, security, and justice.
Drugs and Drug Policy SAGE Publications
This anthology assembles notes that address a wider spectrum of concern within the social
sciences, as well as higher education and design and planning issues. The essays, articles and
book reviews gathered here allow for an easy, and holistic, assessment of publications that
cover various themes and were written during the past two decades. In addition, four chapters
specifically written for this volume are included, two dealing with academic productivity, and
the remaining two addressing aspects of economics and issues of design.
Antisocial Media Springer
Drug-taking and drug control are alike; both are often done to excess. Against Excess shows how we can
limit the damage done by drugs and the damage done by drug policies.
Sentencing Fragments Oxford University Press
This comprehensive volume analyzes dual markets for regulated substances and services, and aims
to provide a framework for their effective regulation. A “dual market” refers to the existence of both
a legal and an illegal market for a regulated product or service (for example, prescription drugs).
These regulations exist in various countries for a mix of public health, historical, political and
cultural reasons. Allowing the legal market to thrive, while trying to eliminate the illegal market,
provides a unique challenge for governments and law enforcement. Broken down into nine main
sections, the book studies comparative international policies for regulating these “dual markets”
from a historical, legal, and cultural perspective. It includes an analysis of the markets for
psychoactive substances that are illegal in most countries (such as marijuana, cocaine, opiods and
amphetimines), psychoactive substances which are legal in most countries and where consumption is
widespread (such as alcohol and tobacco), and services that are generally regulated or illegal (such as
sports betting, the sex trade, and gambling). For each of these nine types of markets, contributions
focus on the relationship between regulation, the emerging illegal market, and the resulting overall
access to these services. This work aims to provide a comprehensive framework from a historical,
cultural, and comparative international perspective. It will be of interest to researchers in
criminology and criminal justice, particularly with an interest in organized crime, as well as related
fields such as sociology, public policy, international relations, and public health.
CUCKOO'S EGG Praeger
Cover -- Contents -- Preface -- Acknowledgments -- 1. Sentencing Matters -- 2. Sentencing Fragments -- 3.
Federal Sentencing -- 4. Sentencing Theories -- 5. Sentencing Principles -- 6. Sentencing Futures --
References -- Index.
Marijuana Oxford University Press
What is the criminal law for? One influential answer is that the criminal law vindicates pre-political
rights and condemns wrongdoing. On this account, the criminal law has an intrinsic subject matter-
certain types of moral wrongdoing-and it provides a distinctive response to that wrongdoing, namely
condemnatory punishment. In Criminal Law in the Age of the Administrative State, Vincent Chiao
offers an alternative, public law account. What the criminal law is for, Chiao suggests, is sustaining
social cooperation with public institutions. Consequently, we only have reason to support the use of
the criminal law insofar as its use is consistent with our reasons for valuing the social order
established by those institutions. By starting with the political morality of public institutions rather
than the interpersonal morality of private relationships, this account shows how the criminal law is
continuous with the modern administrative and welfare state, and why it is answerable to the same
political virtues. Chiao sketches a democratic egalitarian account of those virtues, one that is loosely
consequentialist, egalitarian but not equalizing, and centered on a form of freedom-effective access
to central capabilities-as its currency of evaluation. From this point of view, the role of the criminal
law is to help public institutions create a society in which each person can lead a life as a peer among
peers. Chiao shows how a democratic egalitarian approach to criminal justice provides a fresh
perspective on a range of contemporary problems, from mass incarceration to overcriminalization,
due process and the collateral consequences of a criminal conviction.
Cognition and Addiction When Brute Force Fails
"This is a well-rounded book that seems more interesting to students than other books I have
used. It provides information on some cutting-edge themes in law and society while staying
well grounded in the theories used by law and society practitioners." —Lydia Brashear Tiede,
Associate Professor, University of Houston Law and Society, Second Edition, offers a
contemporary, concise overview of the structure and function of legal institutions, along with
a lively discussion of both criminal and civil law and their impact on society. Unlike other
books on law and society, Matthew Lippman takes an interdisciplinary approach that
highlights the relevance of the law throughout our society. Distinctive coverage of diversity,
inequality, civil liberties, and globalism is intertwined through an organized theme in a strong
narrative. The highly anticipated Second Edition of this practical and invigorating text
introduces students to both the influence of law on society and the influence of society on the
law. Discussions of the pressing issues facing today’s society include key topics such as the
law and inequality, international human rights, privacy and surveillance, and law and social

control. Log in at study.sagepub.com/lippmanls2e for additional teaching and learning tools.
Brute Force Academic Press
This study proposes a cost-effective crime-control strategy. Assuming that potential offenders base their
actions on an evaluation of the costs and benefits of criminal activity, and effective criminal justice system
can increase the "cost" side of the equation by making apprehension and punishment more likely. Perceptions
that the risk of being detected, arrested, and punished is low will tend to produce an increased crime rate. As
more offenses are addressed by finite criminal justice resources, the risk of detection and punishment
declines even further, fueling more crime. This suggests the importance of concentrating enforcement
resources by offense, offender, and time and place, as well as the direct communication of deterrent threats.
Examples of this strategy are "broken windows" policing that focuses on overt signs of disorder, "cease-fire"
strategies of gang interventions, and the "coerced abstinence" (testing-and sanctions) approach to controlling
illicit drug use among probationers. These approaches involve targeted zero tolerance for certain crimes, with
a clear communication of the offenses that will not be tolerated. Studies have shown that this strategy
outperforms an attempt to spread finite criminal justice resources equally over all offenses and all types of
offenders. Research has shown that the swiftness and certainty of punishment are more important in deterring
crime than severity of punishment. This suggests that targeted zero tolerance combined with the effective
communication of enforcement threats is a better use of resources than increasing the harshness of penalties,
which typically means more costly incarceration trends.

Law and Society Pinnacle Books
This insightful volume examines key research questions concerning police decision to arrest
as well as police-led diversion. The authors critically evaluate the tentative answers that
empirical evidence provides to those questions, and suggest areas for future inquiry. Nearly
seven decades of empirical study have provided extensive knowledge regarding police use of
arrest. However, this research highlights important gaps in our understanding of factors that
shape police decision-making and what is required to alter current police practice. Reviewing
this research base, this brief takes stock of what is known empirically about all aspects related
to the use of arrests, providing important insights on the knowledge needed to make evidence-
based policy decisions moving forward. With the potential to better impact policy and
programs for alternatives to arrest, this brief will appeal to researchers and practitioners in
evidence-based policing and police decision-making, as well as those interested in
alternatives to arrest and related fields such as public policy.
The Art of Software Testing Manchester University Press
This long-awaited revision of a bestseller provides a practical discussion of the nature and aims of software
testing. You'll find the latest methodologies for the design of effective test cases, including information on
psychological and economic principles, managerial aspects, test tools, high-order testing, code inspections,
and debugging. Accessible, comprehensive, and always practical, this edition provides the key information
you need to test successfully, whether a novice or a working programmer. Buy your copy today and end up
with fewer bugs tomorrow.
The Adolescent Problem Springer
Are these the last days of America? A thriller starring “a compelling, never-give-an-inch hero who
will appeal to Jack Reacher fans” (Booklist). In the aftermath of a devastating biological attack,
America stands on the brink of disaster. The President of the United States is controlled by terrorists.
The Vice President, global mastermind Lee McKeon, is plotting his next move. And special agent
Jericho Quinn is running for his life. Desperate to clear his name—and expose the conspirators in the
White House—Quinn must race against time before McKeon can execute his evil plan. It begins with
heightened security, mass surveillance, and the establishment of a brutal police state. It can only end
in the takeover of America. The only thing standing between democracy and destruction is a man
named Quinn…and one perfectly aimed bullet. From the New York Times-bestselling author of Tom
Clancy Oath of Office, this heart-pounding thriller features “a formidable warrior readers will want
to see more of” (Publishers Weekly).
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